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ABSTRACT
Cooperative programmes are principally partnerships between
academia and industry to deliver education partly on campus and
partly in the workplace. Mentors in the workplace are crucial in
such cooperative programmes as they scaffold appropriate develop-
ment activities for students. A workplace mentor in this situation
is important not only for the development of detailed technical
knowledge, but also in the development of software engineering
skills that are almost never in fact taught in higher education, e.g.
navigating large, neglected code bases. Consequently, workplace
mentors are a key component of any high-quality education pro-
gramme delivered in partnership with industry. However, higher
education institutions and enterprises not only need to appreciate
the importance of mentors in such schemes, but also ensure such
staff are supported to use their experience to increase their skill as a
mentor. Mentors need the space and support to reflect on their own
practice, develop skills and attain new knowledge. In this sense,
the challenge is not dissimilar to that faced by computing science
school teachers that need to continually consider their own prac-
tice as well as have the time to consider emerging programming
languages and frameworks. Many of the structures and existing re-
search on how to support computing science school teachers could
be adapted to support these workplace mentors, e.g. support groups.
In this poster, we present initial research and models for men-
toring mentors in cooperative software engineering programmes.
The aim is to share initial work, receive feedback and to connect
with potential collaborators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cooperative higher education programmes involve the interplay
of academics, students and workplace mentors. Mentors support
students in the workplace, but also have their own significant re-
sponsibilities. Consequently, mentors also require help and support.
2 LEARNING LESSONS FROM COMPUTING
SCIENCE SCHOOL TEACHERS
The challenge for workplace mentors is not dissimilar to computing
science teachers. Initial research suggests effective models are:
• Professional Learning Networks. The Professional Learning
And Networking for Computing (PLAN C) programme is
example to develop computing science teachers in Scotland
through development of self-staring hubs [1].
• Disciplinary Commons. The model expects educators to or-
ganise regular meetings to critique and consider their prac-
tices and different environments [3].
• Peer coaching. Educators can work in pairs to support and
develop their own capability [2].
The aforementioned models can act as bases to support mentors,
but here they must accommodate the restrictions of industry. Con-
sequently, in the poster we propose some possible adaptations.
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